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British Council

Our purpose is to build engagement and trust through the 

exchange of knowledge and ideas between people

In 11 regions and more than 100 countries

Promoting skills and experience

Brokering new business opportunities

Access to research and knowledge

Training social innovators and leaders



Embracing difference 
our approach, a social approach

See the potential of difference, rather than problems

Stepping out of comfort zones to find solutions in new places

Taking risks with different approaches, rather than the tried and 

tested

Ideas from unlikely sources

Innovation from new insights, rather than existing values

Actions realising shared benefits



Spanning boundaries

Intercultural partnership

Across public, private and third sector

Opportunities from many countries

Identifying common problems

Sharing experiences

Developing innovative solutions, together

New Production of Knowledge –

transition from Mode 1 to Mode 2  (ref Michael Gibbons et al)



The UK scene

62,000 social enterprises

5% of all businesses with employees

£27billion turnover

£8.4billion every year to the UK economy¹

Creative industries contributes £60billion, 7.3%, to the British economy

2 million jobs in creative industries

157,400 registered companies²

¹source: Social Enterprise Coalition
²source: Department Culture Media and Sport 



Social enterprises

Social enterprises are businesses with primarily social objectives 

whose surpluses are reinvested in the business or in the 

community, rather than being driven by the need to maximise 

profit for shareholders

e.g. The Big Issue, Jamie Oliver’s Fifteen Restaurant, fair-trade 

company Divine Chocolate



Social entrepreneurs

Social innovators apply entrepreneurship skills to social 

challenges

They provide others with the skills to set up organisations to 

address social or environmental change

They are social entrepreneurs



Skills for social entrepreneurs

Established 2009

Learning and networking programme in the UK and East Asia, 

South East Europe and China

Cascading knowledge to communities

14,000 people

1000 communities

100 institutions



Creating new knowledge 

Recognising potential in currently unconnected parts of society

Bringing together accepted wisdom with new viewpoints

Establishment with non-establishment

Involving diverse groups across cultures and societies

Exploring different approaches

Creating solutions to shared challenges



Research and innovation

Darwin Now – embodies the new requirements that research 

needs to be trans-disciplinary 

Paralelo – working with artists, technologist and scientists from 

UK, Brazil and Netherlands to address environmental challenges

ZeroCarbonCity – a global initiative to address climate change



Open innovation

The term open innovation was coined by Professor Henry 

Chesbrough, (University of California, Berkeley)

In a world of widely distributed knowledge, institutions and 

organisations cannot rely entirely on their own research and need 

to work with others to jointly innovate. 

Many companies, such as Orange and Proctor and Gamble 

publicly invite companies to pitch ideas and have IPR agreements 

in place to manage this.



Challenges which open innovation can help us meet

Enabling creativity through reaping the benefits of diversity

Making new ideas possible

Removing barriers to new insights

Supporting new actions

Realising sustainable benefits


